KIRISUN BAKKIE / PORTABLE RANGES
This is a breakdown as to the ranges, for a more detailed look at these
radios see these two links on my website.
http://www.africanpredator.com/Kirisun%20PT8100%20and%20PT3600.pdf

More on the Kirisun range here (look under GENERAL)
http://www.africanpredator.com/predatorcallinginfo.html

RANGES IN GENERAL – PERSONALLY TESTED
1
2
3

Portable Radio to Bakkie radio, between buildings and general built up areas,
the radio EASILY gets 6 kilometres without any line of sight at all.
Portable Radio with roof extra magnetic Zara 130 antenna to Bakkie radio
in between buildings and general built up areas gets easily 11-12 kilometres.
BUT look at the below e mail I sent a friend.
Bakkie radio line of sight to portable line of sight easily 25 kilometres, it is
actually a lot more in distance, it will get over 50 kilometres easily line of
sight, these are truly awesome radios.

See the internet for local dealers and get a set of these licenced radios.

PT3600
PT 8100
Zara
Zara

Portable Hand set
Bakkie mounted fitted radio with antenna cut to match frequency
130 Bakkie mounted aerial
130 magnetic extra roof aerial for portable (if needed)

For the general hunter travelling in convoy with others on the road or on a farm, these
are awesome radios, and licenced VHS radios are the best you can get.

You can get more range by fitting a roof antenna to the
farmhouse if you really need to, many ways of getting more
range if needed.
www.africanpredator.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Original Message ----From: Gary Laubscher
To: Dawie Nortier
Sent: Sunday, May 06, 2012 10:48 AM
Subject: look
Went to my mom to visit her when I got in Cape Town, and drove to Sea Point its exactly 22
kilometres to the beach, and I could speak to my mom from Sea Point just fine, so....... hows that
for range, not line of sight and between buildinge etc, I put the extra Zara 130 antenna on her
PT3600 radio and stuck it outside her window, and we spoke as clear as day 22 kilometres away
to the bakkie PT8100. Fantastic radio with clear VHS reception.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

